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Ttrrd,n Type Extremal Theory and

Generalized Ramsey Theory
R. J. Faudree *
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152

Abstract
This is a summary of a one hour talk given at the 29th Southeastern Conference oa Combinatorics, Graph Theory, and Computing in
Boca Raton, Florida in March, 1998. The time slot is the one that
is traditionally occupied by Paul Erd6s, so it is appropriate that
it should deal with topics that he loved, promoted, and made such
tremendous coatributions. The first part is devoted to a summary
of some results iu Tlrriin type ortremal theory that are applicable to
problems in generalized Ramsey theory. This is followed with some
examples of solutions of generalized Ra,msey problems that use extremal theory. AIso, ene.mples of generalized Ramsey problems that
can be reduced to purely entremal problems are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
I was first exposed to generalized Ramsey theory through a problem of Paul
Erd6s on Ramsey numbers for cycles, and he also introduced me to Ttrrr{ntype extremal theory. I then had the good fortunate to be able to work with
rhim for over 25 years with many hours devoted to problems in graphical
extremal theory. Also, through my association with Paul Erd6s, I had the
opportunity to meet and work with many of the outstanding researdrers in
this area. This paper is a result of those valued associations and the many
friendships that resulted.
Generalized Rarnsey theory and Ttrrrin extremal theory are two important areas of combinatorial extremal theory that have received considerable
r
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attention. Also, generalized Ramsey theory and T\rrrin extremal theory are
highly intertwined. Some of these connections, which were presented in a
talk at the 29th Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics, Graph TheorS
and Computing in Boca Raton, Florida in March, 1998, will be discussed.
No attempt is being made to give an exhaustive treatment of the subjects
or their interconnections.
AII graphs considered with be finite, undirected, a,nd simple. By G, we
wiII mean a graph of oriler n, and the number of edges in Gr, (or size of G".)
will be denoted by e(G"). By If < G we will mean that ,E[ is a subgraph of
G. lf u € y(G) and 11 is a subset of vertices of G (or subgraph of G), then
N77(u) will denote the vertices in ff that are adjacent to u. Thus, dn(u),
the degree of u relative to I/, is lffrr(t,)|, and d(u) = dc(u). The min and
max degree of vertices in G will be denoted by 6(G) and A(G) respectively.
Notation will generally follow that in [BM76]. Specific concepts, special
notation, and definitions will be introduced as needed.

2

TURAN EXTREMAL THEORY

Turrin type ortremal theory deds with determining the ma:<imum number
of edges in any graph G,, of order n that does not contain a subgraph
isomorphic to any member of a "forbidden" collection of graphs. It also
deals with the determination of those graphs (or in some cases the general
structure of the graphs) with the maximum number of edges avoiding the
forbidden subgraphs. The following definition makes this more formal.

Deffnition L

Gi,aen a collection of forbidilen graphs F, ert(n,F) ilenotes
the mo,simum number of edges in o graph Gn such that F { G" for ang
F e F. Those graphs Gn with e(G^) : ext(n,f) anil F { G. for F < f

will be denoted by Ext(n,F).

The most common situation studied is when F: {F}, asingle graph.
F. An early result of this type with F : Ks was observed by Mantel [M07]
in 1907 when he proved the following.

Theorem L If e(G") > ln'la), then Gn contoins a Ks.
ert(n, Ks) : Ln' I +),
the graph
Moreover,
improved.
Mantel
cannot
be
result
of
and so the
Ktnntrntzj is the only graph with ext(n,I(3) edges that does not contain
u X",''arra so Ext(n, Ks) : {Kyn1r1,1n1rt }. T}ris result was generalized by
P. Tirrr{n in 1941 (see [T 1]) to arbitrary complete graphs and his results
initiated this line of investigation.
Since K1a7z1 , fal21 contain no I(3 , this implies that

"

Any ppartite graph does not contain & Kpqtt and so a complete p
partite graph is a candidate for a graph with a mancimum number of edges
with no l(p..,.r. This led to the following definition.

Deffnition 2 For21p 1n, the graphT(n,p) is the complete p-partite
graph of order n such that each part has either lnlpl or lnf p) uertices.
Also, t(n,p) is the number of edges inT(n,p).
The graph T(n,p) is unique and has the maximum number of edges
ppartite graphs of order n. When p divides n, then ext(n,p) :
@ - l)nzlQp). Thrdn proved the following seminal result.

arnong all

Theorem 2 [f41] For 2 1 p 3n, ert(n,Kr)

:

t(n,p) anil Ent(n,

K)

=

{r(n,p)}.
This simple and beautiful result of Tur6n was the basis for a series of
interesting octensions and generalizations. In [E70] Erd6s proved a generalization that shows that not only ca,n the number of edges be ma:<imized
but the degree sequence can be majorized by an appropriate multipartite
graph.

d,n) such that

d|Z

Kpat

th for (L <

I

Gn, then therc is a complete p-parti,te graph H" with

i < n).

There are several other local versions of the result of Thrr{n. One sudr
example is due to Bondy [B83].

Theorem 4 [883] If e(G") ) t(n,p), then thewis an r e V(G*) uith
d,(x) : A(G,) such that e(Na^(r)) > t(m,p - L), where rn : liV6. (r)1.
A consequence of Theorem 4 is that if e(G") ) t(n,p), then a complete
graph I(par can be obtained by starting with an appropriate verte>r of maximum degree and then successively selecting a verte:< of maximum degree
in the intersecbion of the neighborhoods of the previously selected vertices.
A fundamental result of Erd6s and Stone in [ESta6] sbarted the systematic study of the structure of extremal graphs that avoid general forbidden classes of graphs. In the remaining discussions the complete ppartite
graph with respective parts of orders rn1rrn2r... , ffip will be denoted by
K(m1,m2,.-.,mp). It each of the parts has rn vertices then the more
compact notation K(p;m) will be used.

Theorem 5 [ESt16] Forp) 2 anil any e ) 0, there is afunctionm:
m(n) such thatlimn-*m(n) : x onil if e(G") > t(n,p) * en2 (or equiaalentlg e(G") > ((p - t)lzp+ e)n2 ), then G contains a K(p+ 1;rn).
This fundarnental result implies that if G,, has a positive fraction of n2
more edges that the Tlrrr{n graph with p parts, then G,, contains all 0r+1)chromatic graphs as long as each of the color classes in the (p+l)-chromatic
graph are not to large (although they can grow with n). The magnitude of
rn(n) was investigated by Erd6s and Bollobr{s in [BE73], where they showed
that m(n) > clog(n) for some
c(g,e) and that for appropriately small
e the magnitude of this bound on m(n) cannot be improved.
The result of Erd6s and Stone starbed a series of results on the order
of magnitude of ext(n,f) for a finite forbidden class of graphs .F. Before
stating the next basic result due to Erd6s and Simonovits, we need to give
one definition.

c:

Definition 3

The chromotic number of a gmph G will be denoteil y(G),
anil the chromatic numbery(F) of a finite set of gmphs f is the min{1(,F) :
F e F\. The subchromatic number of a finite class F of graphs (incluiling
just a sdngle Smph) is y(F) - l.

Theorem 6 [ESd66] If F ;s o finite collection of gmphs anil p - X(F)
the subchromotic number of

F,

ert(n,a

then

-L,

: (, _;) (;) + o@z).

A special ca.se of this result is the following.

Corollary

I

For o fued yaph F

eat(n,F):

(#H)

(;) + o(n2).

The result of Erd6s and Simonovits (Theorem 7) verifies that the chromatic number of a class of graphs determines the order of magnitude of
the Tlrrdn ortremal number of the class of graphs, and so two graphs with
the same chromatic number will have their T\rri{n number of order n differing by at most o(n2). Thus, in particular, for each of Ks, C2pa1, md
Pro the Petersen graph, the Ttrrdn extremal number is n2 f 4+ o(n2), since
each has chromatic number 3. If the graph F is bipartite, or if the class
of forbidden graphs .F contains a bipartite graph so that the subchromatic

p(f) :1, then Theorem 6 or Corollary 1 give only the minimal
information that the Ttrrr{n extremal number is o(n2). This is considered
the degenerate case and it will be discussed in a later section.
number

Erd6s and Simonovits also proved a series of results about the the strucF) for a forbidden class of graphs .F. The nort
two results indicate that any graph If e Ert(n,F) will have approximately
the same structure as the appropriate T\rrrin graph ?(n,p) where p is the

ture of the graphs in Ext(n,

subchromatic number of the class

f.

Theorem 7 [867], [868], [56S] If Hn € Ext(n,F) and p is the subchmmat'ic number of f , then Hn can be obtaineil fromT(n,p) by aililing anil
ileleti,ng ot most o(n2) eilges.

ln fact, nearly the sarne can be said about graphs that are not necessarily
in Ext(n,"F), but have approximately the same number of edges a,nd do not
contain any member of f.

Theorem 8 [867], [868], [568] For any e) 0 thete is a 6 > 0, so that
Hn is a graph such that F I H* for any F € F anil
e(H") > ext(n, f)
then

Hn can

edges, wherc

-

i,f

6(n2),

be obtaineil fromT(n,p) by adding anil deleting at rnost e(nz)
p is the subchromatic number of 3.

This result indicates that if you build a graph I/" by adding edges and
making sure that you avoid all of the graphs in the forbidden class .F, then
as soon as the number of edges in I/" is sufficiently close to the number of
edges in T(n,p), where p is the subchromatic number of F, then II, will
have a structure approximately that of T(n,p).
A more complete survey of results on Turdn type extremal theory can
be found in several locations including a book chapter by Simonvits [S83],
a section in the Handbook of Combinatorics by Bollobr{s [8o95], a book
chapter by Simonvits [S83], and a monograph by Bollobris [Bo78].

3

GENEIIALTZED RAMSEY THEORY

We begia this section with the definition of the primary concept that will
be discussed - Rarnsey numbers. Ramsey numbers were introduced by F.
P. Ramsey in fR30], and their oristence was verified in that paper. There
is a large body of results on Ra"msey theory, including a book by Gralram,
Rothschild, and Spencer [GRS80] and survey papers on generalized Ramsey
by Burr [B7 ] and Parsons fP78].

4 For graphs G anil H, the Ramsey number r(G,H) is the
smallest positiue integer n such that tor any graph Fn o! oriler n, either

Definition

GSFnorHlFn.

I/ in the previous definition can be reand?l with the objective being to find a
leastonememberof thefamilyof g in.Fioramember of 'l4itt f]',. The
classical Ramsey numbers dealt with the case when G a,nd If were both
complete graphs, a,nd the notation normally used in the classical case is
r(p,q) : r(Kp,Ko). The determination of the classical Ramsey numbers
is very difficult, and at this stage only 9 nontrivial numbers are known
precisely. There are given in Table 1.
The individual graphs G and

placed by collections of graphs

p\q

3

3

6

4

I

5

6

7

8

I

9

t4

18

23

28

36

18

25

4

Table 1: Known Classical Ramsey Numbers r(p,q)
Generalized Ramsey theory deals with the cases when G and -Ef are not
necessarily complete graphs. One of the earliest results of this type dealt
with paths P, and was due to Gerencs6r and Gyrirfris in [GG67].

Theorem g [GG67] For integers 2 1m
r(P^,

P) :

fl,

t

1n,
lnxlz)

-

1.

The following result of Chvrf,tal in [C77] involving complete graphs Kand trees ?r, was the basis for a large number of extensions and generalizations.

Theorem

fi

[C77] For positiae integers m anil n,

r(K*,T.): (m - 1)(r, - 1) + 1.
The graph F1,-r;1,-r; : (m-\)Kn-r does not contain any tree T'

and

in fact any connected graph with n, vertices, since each of its components
has n - 1 vertices. AIso, the complement {n-r)(n-r) : K(m - 1; n, - 1)
does not contain K-, since it is a graph with chromatic number m - l.
This graph implies trlnat r(K^,T,) > (m - lXn - 1). The verification that
r (K *,Tn) < (rn - 1) (n, - 1) + f is a consequence of the fact that any graph .L

10

with 6(I) ) n-L will contain all trees [,. Thus, if a graph F1*-r;1,-r;+r
does not contain a tree Tb one caJl successively delete a vertex of degree
at most n, - 2 along with its neighborhood and obtain an independent set
with f((nz - 1)(" - 1) + t)l(n- 1)l = rn vertices, and so F(m-r)(n-r)+r
contains a

K*.

This line of investigation Ied to a series of results and the concept of
t'goodnesst' and
"goodness' was introduced. We next define the notion of
introduce the concept of canonical coloring.

Definition 6 If G is a graph with chromatic number y(G), then the chrom,at'ic surplus s(G) of G is the smallest number of aertices in one of the
color classes taken ouer all possible y(G)-colori,ngs of the aerti,ces of G.
The chromatic surplus s(K.) :1, since in each n-coloring of a complete
graph I(" each color class has a single vertex. For a complete multipartite

np. Let G be a graph with m: X(G), the chromatic number of G, and s :
s(G), the chromatic surplus of G, and let If be any connected graph with n
: ((m- 1)I("-r) u
vertices. Then, observe that the graph F1,r-ry1*-r;+
"-r
(
Kr-1 does not contain the graph H If s n. AIso, F1,-r;1*-r11,-1 does
not contain G, since this graph has the same chromatic number as G but
its chromatic surplus is smaller. This implies the following inequality for
the Ramsey number of the pair of graphs G and If :
r(G,

H) > (x(G)

- lxlv(n)l -

1)

+ s(G),

as Iong as s(G) < ly(Ir)|. This inequality is the analogue of the lower
bound in the Chvr{tal result for complete graphs and trees with G playing
the role of the complete graph and If the role of the tree. The 2-coloring
of the edges of the complete graph K1r-r)(rn-1)*a-1 corresponding to the
graph F1r,-r)(m-1)fs-r and its complement is called the canonical coloring
associated with the pair G and .Ff, and leads to the following definition.

Definition 6 Il H is a connected graph, G is a graph with the chromatic
surplus s(G) < lV(H)1, onil

r(G,H): (x(c) - lXlY(H)l then

1)

+ s(G),

H is said to be G-good.

With this terminology, the result of Chvdtal in Theorem 10 can

be

simply stated as any tree Tn is l(ro-good. There are a large number of other
pairs of graph that have this goodness property. The next few theorems give

11

some examples of this where the complete graph is replaced by an arbitrary
graphs or a complete multipartite graph, a,nd the tree is sometimes replaced

by a sparse graph.

Theorem ll [EFRS$|] Let G be a fareil graph onil Sn o sparse graph
k6; 1 n * k for some fiaeil integer k) of bounileil ilegree (A(S") < A lor
some fiied A,). Then for n sufficiently lorge (as a function of k anil L), Sn
i,s

G-gooil; that is

r(G,S")

:

(x(G)

-

1)("

-

1)

+ s(c).

The complete graph K^ in the Chvr{,tal result can be replaced by a
much larger class of graphs, the generalized books. A generalized book B
is a complete multipartite graph K(1,L,ms,..-,mk) where ft ) 3. Thus,
X(B) : k, and the chromatic surplus s(B) : 1. The nerct result by Burr
et. al. in IBEFGJRSST] generalizes the complete graph - tree result to a
generalized book - tree result.

Theorem 12 IBEFGJRSST] Let B be the genemlized book K(L,!, rns,. .. ,
mp) anilTn atwe of orilern. If n is suficiently large, thenTn is B-gooil.
That is,

r(B,T*)

:

(x(B)

-

1)(n

-

1)

+t

:

(k

-

1)(n

-

1)

+

1.

The Ramsey number r(G,T") for an arbitrary graph G and a suffiI does not vary significantly from the Ra,msey number
r(K*,Tn), where m : X(G). Not all trees I are G-good for any arbitrary graph G, but the next result ofErd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp
[EFRS89] gives an upper bound on thme Ramsey numbers.
ciently large tree

Theorem Lg [EFRS19] LetG be an arbitrury groph anilT^ atree of order
n. If n is suficientlg large, then

QG)

-

lXrz

-

1)

+ s(G)

<.

r(G,T") S (x(G)

-

1)(rz

-

1) + o(rz).

In the previous result, if some restrictions are placed on the ma:rimum
degree in the tree [, then it was shown in [EFRS89] that these trees will
be G-good for all graphs G.
All of the previous generalizations of the result of Chvdtal use normal
generalized Rarnsey theory prooftechniques and the special structure ofthe
graphs. In particular, the fact that any spa,rse graph must have either (1)
a long suspended path (a subpath in which all ofthe internal vertices have
degree 2 in the graph), (2) many independent endedges, or (3) a vertor of

t2

Iarge degree was a key factor. This allowed known Ramsey results involving
paths, mathctrings, and stars versus other graphs to be used in the proofs.
In [BF93] the additional power of Turdn extremal theory results and
techniques were used. This resulted in a more successful attack on the
determination of which graphs G have the property that all trees are Ggood. Before stating the results of Burr and Faudree in [BFg3], three
families of graphs must be described. Let L(k,rn) denote the graphs G* of
order rn with chromatic number k and chromatic surplus 1. Hence, if G* e
L(h,m), then 1(G-): Ic and s(G*):1. Let Mx,* denote the graphs of
order rn with chromatic number ,t and such that G* S mKz+ K(k -Z;m).
Thus, if G* e M(k,rn), then X(G*): lc and there is a k-coloring of the
vertices of G* such that the edges between two of the color classes form a

matching. Finally, let Q(k,m)

:

L(k,m) n M(k,m).

Theorem 14 [8F93] If G* is an arbitrary graph of order m anilTn o tree
of oriler n, then,

r(G*,T"):

(y(G)

-

1)("

-

1)

+

1,

for all suffieientlg largetreesTn if anil only if G* e g(k,m) wherey(G*)
k.

-

Fbr n sufficiently large, the previous result implies the result of Chv6tal,
since K,, € Q(n,n), and it also implies the Generalized Book - Tlee result
(Theorem L2), since a generalized book 3 = K(l,L,rns,... ,rnh) has two
color classes with a single vertex and there is just one edge between these
color classes (e.g. B € g(m,k) for m 2 +D!=snr.;). Also, all odd cycles
C^ are in 0(3,rn) and generalized wheels Kx_s + Cm_k+B € g(h, rn) when
m-k+3 is odd. Thus, the class g(/c, rn) is a nontrivial collection of graphs.
The followiag coujecture in [BF93] is a natural extension of the previous

:

theorem.

' Coqiecturc 1 [8F93] If G* is an arbitrary graph of oriler m
tree of order

anil

Tn

a

n, the*,

.

r(G^,T"):

(X(G*)

for all sufi,ciently large trens Tn if
X(G^): k.

- lX" -

1)

arul only

+ s(G-),

it G* € M(k,m)

where

The "only if part" of the proof of Theorem 14 is straightforward. The
canonical coloring of

t)(I("-r)

I(r

Kyqe;-r)(n-r)+r determined by the graph (1(G-)

-

r(G*,Tr) > kGd
1)(n-1)+1if s(G,") > 1(".g. G^ / L(X(G*),n)). Also, forn evenU

and its complement implies that

r3

: K(L,n - 1), a star, the graph ((nlz)Kil + K(y(G*) - 2;n 1) does not contain Tn and its complement does not contain G,, unless
G* e M(x(G*),rz). Therefore, r(G^,Tn) > (x(G*) - 1)(rz - 1) + 1 if
and ?,1

G*

/

O(xG*),n).

The flavor of the "if part" of Theorem 14 can be seen by considering the
case when Tn: K(L,n - 1). Consider a 2-coloring (say with colors BLUE

and a,nd RED) of Kw : Klyg^1-r)(Lr-1)*1 with G- e g(X(G),m), a,nd
Iet B be the BLUE subgraph and .R the RED subgraph of K;y. Assume
G* / B and T" d R. Since ?,, /. R, we have each vertex in Kry has
degree at most n - 2 in.B and so e(.R) < (n - 2)N 12. This implies e(B) >

(N -n+l)N12. Since N
to verify that

:

(X(G*)

-

1)(rz

-

e(B)-(#*)

1)+ l and

G,,x

/ B,it is easy

(+)

A consequence of the Erd6s and Simonovits structure theorems (The'
orems 7 and 8) is that the subgraph B is approximately the Tirdn graph
fk(G*) - 1,n - 1). In other words, the vertices of Kiy can be partitioned into X(G-) - 1 parts, say %, V2,. .. ,Vx(c*)_1, each with n * o(n)
vertices. Also, the edges between vertices in the same V; are in R and
the remaining edges are in B with at most o(n2) exceptions. Call thse at
most o(n2) exceptional edges the BAD edges, and then select a partition
Vr,Vz, . . . ,V*1e .11-1 of V(l(ly) among all colorings of the edges of .tr(rv with
G* ( B and T" g R such that the number of BAD edges is minimized.
One of the sets, say Vr, must have at least n veriices. Each verten in Vr
has degree at most n - 2 in R, and so each vertex in Vr has degree at least
1 in B relative to Vr . Since n is large, there must be either mKz 3 (B n yl )
or K1,* < (B n y1). In either of these cases an isomorphic copy of G* can
be constructed using the large number of edges in B that ocists between
% and V1 for i t' j. This will lead to a contradiction to the definition of
the coloring of Kyr. This outline of the proof of Theorem 14 indicates how
central and powerful are the structure results for extremal graphs in Tlrrdn
extremal theory to some problems in generalized Ramsey theory.

4

BIPARTITE EXTREMAL THEORY

As was mentioned earlier, the fundamental results of Ttrrrin extremal the
ory (Theorems 5, 6, 7, 8) are really only useful when they are applied to
forbidden subgraphs that are nonbipartite graphs (or classes ofgraphs with
subchromatic number at least 2), since these results give minimal information about the bipartite case. In this section, the Turdn extremal problem
for bipartite graphs will be considered; in particular, what can be said about

t4

ent(n,B) for B a bipartite graph will be investigated. One of the special
that has been given much attention is the smallest even cycle Ca.
Consider a graph G, of order n, with d(G") > ,/n+t. Then the number
of pairs of vertices of G, that appear in the neighborhood of some vertex of
G, is at least rz(j) 2
> (;). This implies some pair of vertices is
"(t/")'12
in the neighborhood of
two distinct vertices, and so Ca I Gn. A convexity
argument gives the same conclusion when the average degree is at least
{n. + t, and so a,n upper bound for ert(n,Ca) has order of magnitude
n'/'12.Independently Erd6s, R6nyi, and S6s in [ERS66] ana Arown [BrOO]
described ocamples that give a lower bound for ent(n,Ca). One nice form
cases

of these examples can be described in terms of a 3-dimensional vector space
Ffl over a Galois field F, of order p, for p apower of a prime. Let G n denote
the graph whose vertices are the l*dimensional subspaces of F|, and whose
edges are the pairs of perpendicular l-dimensional subspaces under the
natural pseudo inner-product ofF|. Then G, has order (p3
n, and each vertex has degree eitherp
+p
1. Therefore
G is nearly regula,r with each vertex having degree approximately 1fi, and

f

-L)l@-L):
orp*

* 1:

- n'/'12.

AIso, Ca { Gn, since, given two distinct l-dimensional
in F3, there is a single 1-dimensional subspace perpendicular to
each of them. This gives a lower bound that implies ert(n,Ca) - n3/2.
Using the preceding observations and examples, more precise results
abott ert(n, Ca) were determined by Fiiredi in [Fu83] and also see [Fug6a].
In fact, the precise value of ent(n,Ca) was determined for infinitely many
n. For example the following was shown.
e(Gn)

subspaces

Theorem 15 [Fu83] anil [Fu96a] For each positiue integer p

e*t(f +p+ 1, Ci ap@+t)212,
anil if

p

'i,s

the power of o prime, then

ert(f

+ p + 1, Ca)

:

p(p + D2 12.

A upper bound for the Ttrrdn extremal number for a general complete
biparte graph -tr((r, a) was proved by K6vari, S6s, and T\rrr{n in [KST5a]
using counting techniqus like those used for Ca: K(2,2). In particular,
they proved the following.
Theorem 16 [KSf54] For

l l r S s, there is a constant c:

that

ext(n, K (r,s))

= if,

15

-

7)r/r nz-(t

/t) + *.

c(r,s)

such

An upper bound on the extremal number for even cycles was also de
termined by Erd6s, and this bound was improved by Bondy in Simonovits
in [BS74], where they proved the following.
Theorem tT [857,4] It Gn is a graph of order n anit e(G) > 100kn1+r/k,
then G contains all eun cycles C2* for k 1m l knrlh.
The order of magnitude of the upper bound for eat(n,I((r, s)), namely
n2-L/r ,and the order of magnitude n 1+l/& of the upper bound for ent(n,C26)'
given in the last two theorems are generally accepted to be correct order
of magnitude for the extremal numbers for each of these classes. However,
very few orders of magnitude are know precisely. In particular, examples
giving lower bounds to match the upper bounds have been exhibited for
Ca, Ca, C1s, and ff(3,3). The examples for Ca in [KST5 ] and [8166]
have already been mentioned. In [8e66], Benson gave examples for C6 and
C16, Singleton gave an ercample for C6 in [Si66], and Brown gave a,rr example for I((3,3) in [Br83]. Thus, as the K6vari, S6s, and Ttrrr{n theorem
indicated, we have the following order of magnitudes for T\rri{n extremal
numbers given in Table 2. Asymptotic results for ext(n,K(2,t)) for n and
t sufficiently large was proved by Fiiredi in [Fu96b]. Also, using algebraic
techniques, Lazebnik, Ustimenko, and Woldar have described in as series
of papers (see for example [LUW94]) graphs with ma^ny edges but without
small even cycles.

Graph B

efi(n,B)

Ua

- nol

C6

-

rl,*l

o

Ca

Crc

???

* nolo

r((3,3)
- noli

Table 2: Known Bipartite Extremal Numbers ext(n,B)
We have already observed (see Theorem 12) that the order of magnitude
of the Tirrdn extremal number ert(n,F) is determined by the chromatic
numbers of the graphs in .F (or equivalently the subchromatic number of .F), but there is a,u "error factor" of o(n2) that is not determined by the
subchromatic number of "F. To obtain more information about this "error
factor" we need to look at the bipartite graphs determined by pairs of color
classes in X(.F)-colorings of the vertices of the graphs F e F. We need the
following definitioa to do this.

DeffnitionT

ographF of orilermwith X(F): k>2. The
B(F) is the collection of bipartite graphs B such that

Consiiler

ilecomposition class

16

F < A + K&

- 2;m). The ilecomposition class B(F) is iust the union of
the ilecompositions classes B(F) for F e ?.

The graphs in the decomposition class B(F) are the bipartite graphs
induced by any pair of the color classes in any X(F) coloring of the vertices of .F'. Also, in most applications of the decomposition classes, only
the minimal graphs of 6(fl (those with no proper subgraphs in 6(F))
are needed, so we will normally represent the decomposition class by just
the minimal graphs. For orample, it is clear that 6(.tr(1) : {Kz} and if
mr S mz.. . 4 rfik, then B(K(rnttrrb2t' '' ,rnil) : {K(mr,m2)}- lt is also
straightforward to check thaf B(Wa): {Pa}, where }7a is the wheel with
4 spokes and a rim that is a Ca.
With the decomposition class of a family of forbidden graphs F, M
improved upper bouadfor ext(n,F) car be given. This was done by Simonovits in [568] with the following improvement of Theorem 6.

Theorem 18 [568] Let F be a forbidilen class of graphs with subchromatic
number p: p(F) and decomposition class B(f). Then, there is a constant
c such that

ert(n,rl

=

(, -

;) (i)

* c.ert(n,B).

Since erf(n, B) : o(n2) for any bipartite graph B, ert(n,B) : o(n').
In fact, in the cases when B is a tree (or a forest), then ert(n,B) : O(n).
Thus more information is know about the "error factor" when the decomposition class is known. The stability results, Theorems 7 and 8, that follow
Theorem 6 can also be sharpened with the additional information provided
by the decomposition class (see [568]).
The decomposition class provides important information regarding Ramsey number results for the various generalizations ofthe complete graph-tree
result of Chvrital. This allows a sharpening of the bounds given in Theorem
13. Consider the following construction of a lower bound of the Ramsey
number r(G,T) for a graph G with decomposition class 6(G), and chromatic number X(G) = k. Let,L be a graph with r(8,T") - 1 vertices such
that no member of B is a subgraph of .L and Q, is not a subgraph of Z.
Consider the graph H : L + K(k - 2;n - 1), which is in some sense an
analogue of the the canonical coloring example used in the definition of
goodness. The graph ff does not contain G as a subgraph since the decomposition class of I[ contains no member of B(G), and Tn f E, since the
only component of E with enough vertices to contain ?," does not. This
gives the following Ramsey number inequality.

r(G,T") > k(G)

-

1)(rz

L7

- 1) + (r(8,7") - n).

Information about Ramsey numbers involving bipartite graphs and trees
is crucial in determining or approximating arbitrary graph verzus tree Ramsey numbers. This is a problem that has been investigated. It is known
that r(B,Tn) n * o(n) for any class of bipartite g.uph
1r". [EFRSgg]).

:

For example, the following was proved by Erd6s et.al. in
1efnSAOl.

Theorem

lS

[EFRS1l] If T^ is a tree of ord,er n with L(7,)
r(C a,T,) : max{4, n * l, r (C a, K (1, m))}.

Also, r(Ca, K (7,n))

:

n + nr/2

*

:

rn, then

o(nr/21.

Less precise but more general results about bipartite graph - tree Ramsey numbers were obtained by Erd6s et.al. in
[EFRSgg].

Theorem 20 [EFRSss] Il r" is a tree of ord,er n anil B is a d,ecomposition
class (collection of bipartite graphs) with K(a,b) e B with a <b,lhen
lor
some constant c

More speci,fi,cally,

r(8,7.)<n+q]-*.
if

there is a

trceT* e B,

then

r(8,7.) 1n * c.
Also, for the special class of bi,partite graphs,
constant c such that

for some constant c

the eaen cycles, there ,is a

r(Czx,T*)Sn+mrlk.

- using the stability results of ruriin extremal theory, the additional information provided by the decompositions crasses of graphs, and the resuits
on bipartite graph - tree Ramsey number, Faudree r.rd si*orrovits investigated in [FS92] the arbitrary graph - tree Ramsey number. The approach
was similar to that used in [BF9B], which was a paper completed earlier
but published later, that dealt only with the case of graphs with chromatic

surplus

1.

Theorem

2l

[FSgz] Let G be a graph with chromatic number y(G) and

:

d'ecomposition class B
B(G), and ret Tn be a tree of oriler
is a constant c such that

n. Tien, there

r(G,7") S (x(c) -t)r(B,7,)+c.
Il K",o e B with a 1b, then
r(G,Tn) S k(c) - 1)(" - 1) + mr-*.
More speci,fically, if a:1 (the chromati,c surplus s(G) : L), then
r(G,T") < (x(c) - 1)(n _ 1) * c.

18
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RAMSEY AND EXTREMAL THEORY

Numerous examples of T\rrrin extremal theory being used to solve Ramsey
problems have been given. However, the extremal theory is more than just
a tool to deal with a Ramsey problem. In fact, in some cases the Ramsey
problem can be reduced to an extremal problem.
The following is a simple o<ample of a Ramsey problem being reduced
to an extremal problem. Erd6s and Gallai proved in [EG59] that any graph
Gn of order n with e(G") > (p - 1)n/2 edges will have a cycle C* for
some rn > I2. lf C>e denotes the collection of cycles of length strictly
greater tha,n p, then the previous result of Erdos and Gallai can be stated
as ert(n,Cs) 3 (p - L)n12. Consider a graph Hn on n : L* g vertices
such that no cycle in Csp is in 11" and no cycle in Cr, b in Hn. Then, we
have the following inequality

(f; : e(H,)*e(8.) sext(n,c7r)+ext(n,c2S =WEU ' (})
This contradictiou implies that r(C2p,Crr) 1 p + q.
The following conjecture of Erd6s and S5s would have substa.ntial implications for generalized Ramsey theory as well as graphical erriremal theory.

Coqiecture 2 For any treeTp,

efi(n,Tr)<(k-2)n12.
If the Erd6s-S6s conjecture is true, then a well know conjecture about
the Ramsey number of trees can be proved, namely that if $ and T, arc

r(T,T)

trees of orders p and g respectively, then
3 p+q-2. The extremal
graph theory proof would be the same a^s above using the Erd6s and Gallai
p+q- 2 vertices such that To Hn and
result. Let Hn be a graph on
Then, we have the following inequality
To

n:

{E*.

(f; :
;

e(Hn) +

e(8,)

{

l ett(n,To) * ett(n''rl sW54 ' (!)

This contradiction implies that r(Tp,T) S p + q - 2.
Even the complete graph - tree result of Chvdtal that r(K*,Tn) :
(m - l)(n - 1) + 1 follows from the Erdds - S6s conjecture and extremal
theory. Consider a graph .FIry on N = (m - 1)(rz - 1) vertices that contains
no K* a,nd there is not tree ?r, in the complement Frv. Then by the Thri{n
Theorem and the Erd6s - S6s Conjecture we have the following inequaltiy.

(f

=

e(H*)+e(E*)=(#=)
19

+.(+) ,:(T)

This implies that f/iy : ?(N, m - L), the Tunin graph, and m : (rn
L)Kn-r. Now, there is no way to add a vertex to the graph IIiy and avoid
a K* and also avoid aTnin E1v. Thus the chvrital result follows.

6

QUESTIONS

There are a la,rge number of interesting questions that have not been addressed and there are many of the present results that are either incomplete

or not sharp. A specific problem of interest involves the determination of
those graph G for which all trees are G-good.

Question 1 characterize those
In particular is i,t true that

r(G,T"):
for all sufficiently large

graphs G such that alt treesTn arc G-gooil.

(x(G) _ 1)(n _ 1) + s(G),

trees Tn

if

and orily

if the decomposition

closs

B(G)

conta,i,ns a matching.

Thriin-type ortremal theory is a powerful tool in dealing with some

Ramsey theory problems. In fact, in some cases extremal theory is all that
is needed. Thus, the following general question.

Question 2 Determine which
ertrcmal problem.

Romseg problems can be reduceil

to o Turdn

Many of the earlier results in generarized Ramsey theory did not use
Tirrr{n-type extremal theory or the information provided uy itre decomposition class of a graph. can these earlier resurts be improved with these
additional tools.

Question 8 whi,ch genemli.zeil Ramsey rcsurts can be sharpeneil using
rdn ertremal theory anil the d,ecomposition classes of grapis.

frr
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